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Abstract

SD Prism 3D

SD Prism is a graphical R package used for
visualizing the standard deviation of a data set.
Given a raw data set, the standard deviation (SD)
is defined as the square root of the sample
variance. Sarkar and Rashid (2017) interpret the
sample SD as the square root of twice the mean
square of all pairwise half deviations between
any two sample observations. This interpretation
leads to a geometric visualization of the sample
SD and a more elementary explanation as to why
the denominator in the sample variance is one
less than the sample size. In this article, we will
explain step by step how to understand it
mathematically
and
how
the
package
implements the methodology to visualize the SD

The SDPrism3D function enhances the output of
the SDPrism2D function and produces a 3D object
that the user can rotate and visualize from any
desired direction. It requires a third-party software
called XQuart to generate the 3D object.
It also invokes two R
packages rgl and plot3d.
The function takes three
arguments, with only
one mandatory argument.

Mathematical expression
& SP Prism 2D
There ar e 4 steps to construct the sample SD
geometrically

Data: the user must input the data set, usually a
vector of values.
PriCol: The color for the individual prisms.
Users can use a number or a word to specify
the color they desire. The default color is light
blue.
sdCol: The color for the composite prism whose
size represents the Standard Deviation. Users
can use a number or a word to specify the color
they desire. The default color is red

These models are intractable as the users can change
the color, rotate and zoom in/out. These are for user
experience and increasing the package application
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